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Basically it's a side-scrolling Devil May Cry. It features 2 characters with 2 distinct combat styles (think of Dante and Vergil; in
fact, Shang could be Vergil\u2019s distant cousin from China \u2014 his Kee swords bear great resemblance to Summoned
Swords), style-based combat system, and great visuals. Sadly, translation is atrocious, there are many typos and in some
instances English text doesn't even remotely correspond to Chinese audio. Also, story is somewhat basic and clich\u00e9d. But
the gameplay is great, combat is satisfying, so if you're a fan of hack and slash games (like me), Mirage is a must have. If you're
not, well, at least give it a try.
P.S. Oh, and don't be fooled by \u201cLocal co-op\u201d label on Steam \u2014 Mirage has only \u201cDuel\u201d mode
available from the start. In order to unlock \u201cBoss Rush\u201d and \u201cTower\u201d (Bloody Palace) modes you have to
finish the story first. There's no co-op for story mode\u2026. Live action cutscenes are optional DLC that show you how pre-
visualization work during story development. Each custscene will be unlocked you watched in-game cutscene. It's best to watch
after you experience all in-game cutscenes of first playthrough.

It's unique DLC that you'll enjoy on their creativity to mix up and change in production until they get right footage as most
DMC cutscenes focus on motion, style, and transition. Plus, performance of actors are simply good and so entertained. I
recommend for people who interest in behind the scene stuffs or learn about cinematography. I really hope to see more of this
type of DLCs in the future.. 1979 Revolution: Black Friday, as the title suggests, is a game about the revolution in Iran in the
late 1970s. Its basically a Tell-Tale-style game about this time in history. You can read the summary of the game on the Steam
page if you want more info.

The choices here seem pretty varied. You can choose to act violent, peaceful, neutral. The story doesn't change much. Choices
really just affect who likes you and who doesn't like you.The story itself is very interesting. Black Friday I think is a piece of
history that most people in the US won't have too much knowledge about unless you have family or friends that were affected
by it. This game definitely follows in the roots of similar games like The Walking Dead and Wolf Among Us. It's a great story
with morally difficult choices and options that will have you regretting your decision for a long time after the game ends.

The game falters in the graphical fidelity and model animations department however. As engrossing as the story is, the
lackluster animations really take you out of the game. This is incredibly evident in the earlier scenes with the large crowds
gathered in the streets, you see models and animations repeated. It is definitely to be expected because of the indie nature of this
game, but it really does take the edge off of the dire nature of the plot. The third person walking segements are by far the worst
part of this game. They are just used to deliver the real world examples of Iran in 1979 via picture taking and NPC interaction
(a la Dead Spaces tapes), but with the previously mentioned animations and the slow-moving character makes the sequences just
dreadful to get through.

I like the precedent that this game sets of using real-world history that a lot of people aren't really privy to to tell a unique story
from a perspective that a lot of the audience just doesn't have. It was enlightening to learn about this important part of Iran's
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cultural identity through the medium of a video game. However, the glaring faults of this game really show the cracks and
difficulties of be taken seriously as an art form in the entertainment industry.

I can't recommended this game unless you are interested in the subject matter. $6 is not a lot to spend, but maybe you're better
off spending it on something else.. Fairune is a puzzle RPG. It's fun, it's simple, but sometimes the grinding feels like it's only
there so the player has to spend more time in the game than they should be.

I did enjoyed my run with Fairune 1 a while back on Android, and it got me coming back for the collection, so I do think it's
worth it. The second game is even bigger and better.. I really couldn\u00b4t wait to get my hands on this game. I bought it on
release date! This is ONE OF THE MOST DISAPPOINTING titles I have had so far!!
I was looking forward for some BuzzAldrinsRaceIntoSpace with Ekranoplanes or TakeOnMars-like game but this is complete
and utter XXXX. The flight simulation part is like watching paint dry and the oh-so-interesting "career" mode where you can
manage your base excel-sheet style is a new height of entertainment.
I would really like to get a reimbursement for this one but I can\u00b4t.. Cubiques is a good little puzzler. It looks great and is
engaging and has a great atmosphere. The game is challenging and has 70 levels to complete, each growing more complex as you
progress. It performs well and has a good simple layout. Controls are simple and easy to use and the game itself has a minute
footprint on your hard drive. Glad to see it has made the move over from mobile on to PC as well.. So...let me get this
straight...a game, named after one of my favorite things...that plays like you're ON it...that I found on sale? It's fast becoming
my new best friend! Finding this only affirms how great a year it's becoming! lol Seriously, some great fun to be had here! :).
everything I imagined it would be and more. With some minor complaints I have:

inability to adjust mouse sensitivity
strafe speed feels awkwardly faster than running speed
I feel like using the marker item could be a lot more clear as to if your marker that's a distance away has been placed.

These don't break the experience though. The aesthetic and puzzles are perfect. Good game to waste some time :)
10/10. Very awesome game.
You are a guard in training who hunts down doors and clears bugs out to close the doors. Each door is essentially a dungeon and
to close the door you have to kill all the bugs and get the end prize. Be sure you explore each dungeon thoroughly because once
the door is shut it locks and you can't get back in. There are hidden secrets in some doors.
There are hidden keys about that open more secrets, and there is a little bit of crafting in this also.

The art in this is very beautiful, my favorites so far are the disk trees and the peppermint bushes.

Pros:
Handmade claymation
controller support
crafting
everything

Cons:
The only issue I've found is your character sometimes moves slowly, like you are getting lag spikes, however I watched task
manager and cpu/ram load when playing and I barely hit 15% so I know its not my pc. Other than that 0 gripes. Very fun game.
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This is an Early Access game, I understand that, that's why I will give this a good review. I also undersant, though, that if you
game doesn't run (I doubt even the devs can 'play') you probably shouldn't release it as a playable EA. IA IA CTHULHU
FHTAGN. By far the best sim out there IMO (until more mods come out for rfactor2). I have only clocked 25 hours on this
game as of today and I am sure I will clock over 1000 due to the many season/custom career mode possiblities. Buy this game if
you are looking for a new game to main.. Disorder is a great platformer with simple, yet entertaining mechanics and a ton of
other original ideas. However it's really short; I sucked at it and still I've finished in 2 hours. So the price tag is a little bit too
high, you may want to wait for a sale.
What's not so good: Very strange menu controls. You access the menu by pressing 'P', not Escape. But Escape has its function, it
switches the game from fullscreen to windowed mode. I never got used to it so I constantly had to go to the menu to switch the
game back to fullscreen.
Also, there is a free expansion pack but it's so difficult I wasn't able to get past the second screen and I finally gave up.. Bought
it for the memes, feckin useless but knowing the money I donated could help the dev so why the hell not. Old school hardness
with new school work. Loved it
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